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Diving headfirst into real estate immediately after
high school to follow in his father’s footsteps, Jason
Laframboise now has over 32 years of experience as
a broker. 9 years ago, he began a partnership with
newcomer Mitchell Deslippe who became an agent
right out of university and obtained his broker license
3 years ago. Together, they create a dynamic force to
be reckoned with.
In many real estate teams, clients are delegated out
to one agent within the team, but with Laframboise
and Mitchell, you get the whole team behind you so
that every aspect of your home-buying journey is
thoroughly covered. Plus, with the pair being from
different age demographics, it makes it easy for them
to accommodate different target markets-from older
generations looking to make the switch into retirement
living, to first-time buyers looking for a starter home.
Laframboise and Deslippe have quickly become topproducing agents in the area due to their consistent
work and making exceeding expectations a regular part
of their work. Their vigorous work ethic is made evident
by the awards they have won, with both of them being
the recipient of the Diamond Award, one of the highest
honors given to RE/MAX agents, as well as Deslippe
placing in the Top 40 Under 40 agents for 3 years in
a row. Clients have told them that buying and selling
with them doesn’t feel like a transaction or business
deal, but feels like friends or family helping each other
succeed.
To help the team even further, they have recently
begun working out of a brand new office located at
80 Sandwich St. S in Amherstburg. The new location
is a welcome change, created with the goal of better
servicing their clients. With state-of-the-art designs, it
feels less like an office and more like a lounge, offering
clients a more relaxed environment so that they can feel
at home even before purchasing one.
A genuine, honest experience is what you are sure to get
when you enlist the help of Laframboise and Deslippe
for your real estate goals. When away from the housing
industry, Deslippe likes to spend time watching Formula
1 racing and Laframboise enjoys hockey, boating, scuba
diving and time with his family.

What Mitchell Wearing:
Sport Coat: Soul of London
Shirt: Blue By Polifroni
Jeans: 34 Heritage
Shoes: Bugatti

What Jason’s Wearing:
Sport Coat: Soul of London
Shirt: Bugatchi
Jeans: 34 Heritage
Shoes: Florsheim
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